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Abstract

To be competitive, businesses must make supply network design decisions, but often with only limited

information and under uncertain conditions. How can an organization understand trade-offs between

supply network decisions, without relying on complex, black-box models that require extensive data

collection and hidden assumptions? We apply approximation methods to estimate and compare total

logistics cost of supply network designs under various business conditions, such as variations in demand,

changing costs, and shifting production policies. The method is applied to the real-world example of XYZ

Co, evaluating network design choices for a new, rapidly growing product category: fresh foods. The

method is used to evaluate tradeoffs between five distinct network designs for supply of these highly

perishable foods to XYZ Co stores from a sole regional supplier. The model provides insights to help

understand tradeoffs and key cost drivers, thereby channeling subsequent, more intensive and time-

consuming analysis.
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1. Introduction

Supply chain network design is a critical aspect of business operations. It ensures that a company can

reach its customers with the right products, in the right quantities, at the right time, place, quality, and

price. These factors combined are essential for a company to thrive and grow in highly competitive

environments. The requirements and challenges that supply chain networks must address are diverse, as

are the methodologies researched and developed to efficiently design these networks to meet the above

"six rights" of supply chain management.

How can an organization evaluate the costs and dynamics of potential network designs, particularly when

limited data is available or future conditions are uncertain? Employing approximation methods, we

develop a model using limited inputs to rapidly estimate and compare the delivery costs and speeds of

various network designs under diverse external conditions. This approach is a powerful means to evaluate

the trade-offs between the network configurations and their response to various exogenous conditions,

such as demand variability and store growth. This model is applied to a real-world scenario: the regional

supply chain of a global coffee retailer with a rapidly expanding fresh food business - XYZ Co. Fresh food

items include sandwiches, salads, parfaits and other food items, which must be consumed within a few

days of production. The model was used to compare the costs of the current supply chain network in the

Greater-Boston region with a set of alternative configurations and varied exogenous conditions. These

insights derived from this comparison indicate which network designs are most robust and merit further

investigation.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature on food supply chains,

perishability, and methods for cost estimation. Chapter 3 explains the methodology used to collect

relevant inputs, develop network configurations for testing, and model supply costs. Chapter 4 describes
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the model's results for each network configuration. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the network trade-offs

and other key insights generated by the model, as well as areas for future study.
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2. Literature Review

This chapter provides background and reviews the existing literature surrounding this project. This review

includes: (1) background on drivers for the increase in fresh food demand in the food retailer industry; (2)

the intricacies of food logistics and the categorizations and challenges of perishability in supply chains; (3)

supply network configurations (direct to store, co-location, and crossdocking); and finally, (4) common

methodologies to evaluate network design options.

2.1. Fresh Food Supply and Demand

Fresh foods are a major driver of growth in the coffee and snack industry. The coffee and snack industry

is forecasted to grow at a stable 2.7% annually and a significant portion (38%) of this is driven by food

(Alvarez, 2015). The importance of fresh foods is driven in-part by the rising cost of coffee due to supply

limitations. In an industry known for fast turnaround and low margins, foods are an increasingly important

driver of profitability. This is compounded by demands of an increasingly health-conscious population,

looking for healthier, fresh food options (Alvarez, 2015). As businesses attempt to meet the demand for

fresh foods, they confront the distinctive supply chain challenges of highly-perishable foods.

There are many supply chain challenges for fresh foods. They include managing the production (e.g.,

harvesting) of food given changing natural conditions (i.e., seasonality in production), requiring a long

throughput period. Quality is also a challenge. As the food quality undergoes significant changes during

the logistics process, transit durations, specialized storage (e.g., temperature requirements) and specific

processing requirements (Fredriksson & Lijestrand, 2015) have a heightened importance. The world is

currently confronting challenges delivering food at low cost and at the right quality (Agustina, Lee, &

Piplani, 2014).
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Waste is a major supply chain consideration for highly perishable products like fresh foods. Referencing

research from the Cool Chain Group, Woods points out that an estimated 30% of perishable foods arrive

spoiled (Woods, 2015, p. 22). This significant potential cost must be considered in addition to traditional

supply chain cost drivers like transportation, loading, storage, handing, and packaging (Langevin,

Mbaraga, & Campbell, 1996).

Based on a study done on the supply chain of tomatoes (from breeder to retailers) a conceptual food

supply chain framework was created to evaluate the effectiveness of food supply chains; the four main

categories or key performance indicators (KPIs) of the framework are: efficiency (costs, profit), flexibility

(product mix requirements, volume requirements), responsiveness (lead time and response to customers

criticisms) and food quality (safety and food appearance/taste). Aramyan et al. (2007) suggests the use

of a weighting system to analyze trade-offs between these indicators; for example, if freshness is the

priority, a higher weight could be given to quality vs. to efficiency.

Research into perishability extends beyond foods or issues of spoilage. Alternative causes of perishability

include time-limited demand (a dress is in fashion for only one season) or obsolescence (a new

smartphone causes older versions to be substantially devalued). While these examples create categories

of perishability based on the cause of expiration, perishability can be categorized through other lenses:

whether the product life is fixed and known or random; whether perceived value is constant through the

product's life or declines progressively as time passes; or whether expiration is strictly defined by an

authority or loosely assessed.

Amorim et al. proposes a universal framework for understanding perishability. This framework classifies

perishability based on given product's physical deterioration, time limits imposed by the company or

regulations, and the customer's perceived value over the product's life (Amorim, Meyr, Almeder, &

Almada-Lobo, 2013).
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Figure 2-1 Perishability Framework (Amorim et al., 2013, p. 393)

According to Amorim et al.'s framework, fresh foods fall under deteriorating products with fixed authority

limits where an authority sets the expiration date (vs. loose where there is no definite date) and

decreasing customer value. However, it should be noted that Amorim et al.'s framework does not capture

the interdependence of the different framework elements. For example, authority limits can make

product degradation irrelevant and itself can influence customer value: a product may be restricted to a

two day shelf life, when there is little degradation for five days; placing a "best sold by" date will alter the

customer's perception of the product's freshness, regardless of the actual quality of the product.

Amorim et al. suggests that the specific type of perishability influences supply chain design, including

order frequency, inventory levels, travel distances, and costs to maintain necessary environmental

conditions (Amorim et al., 2013). Applying this to fresh foods, the shelf life is only a matter of days - only

2-3 based on the research subject's policy - requiring no off-the-shelf inventories, frequent deliveries, a

preference towards short travel distances, and definite attention to environmental conditions. These

dimensions tend towards a just-in-time delivery model and highlight the importance of location and

distribution decisions to ensure freshness and minimize waste (Govindan, Jafarian, Khodaverdi, & Devika,

2014). These elements also present cost trade-offs that must be balanced; the cost of more frequent

deliveries must be worth the reduction in spoilage (or increased value of freshness). This balance is not

explicitly addressed in the above research.
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2.2. Alternative supply chain designs

Supply chain network designs used in the perishable industry include: crossdocking and direct-to store.

We analyzed historical research on both designs. The trade-off between these two options is speed to

market and extent of leverage of economies of scales such as by combining multiple deliveries.

Cross-docking. A crossdock system is one where items are unloaded in a facility and loaded into outbound

trucks potentially in combination with other items. A crossdock system is widely used for the distribution

of perishable items as this method enables on time delivery and preserves the quality of the product.

Crossdocking enables the warehouse or distribution center to aggregate orders (see crossdock process in

Figure 1). The benefit of aggregating orders is that deliveries are done in a more efficient manner: full-

truck-loads (FTL) can be used instead of less-than-truck-load (LTL) deliveries, and it eliminates costly

activities such as storing and picking as the site just receives and ships orders it does not stores any

products so this eliminates additional costs (Agustina et al., 2014).

Direct-to-store. In a direct to store environment the manufacturer delivers products straight to the

retailers. A direct to store strategy has both benefits and costs associated to it. The quality of the product

is expected to better preserve as handling is reduced. In addition, the ability to adapt to product changes

and retail requirements is better. However, transportation costs, delivery and receiving costs (i.e.,

backroom receiving activities, invoicing and documents handling) are expected to increase (Kuai, 2007).

2.3. Network Costing Methodologies

Various methodologies have been developed to quantify the expected economic outcomes of supply

network designs, with substantial research on integer programming and optimization techniques. These

methods typically require heavy data inputs and complex mathematics, but lead to an optimal solution
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assuming inputs are correct. Continuous approximation is an alternate methodology that requires limited

inputs to return representative, but not necessarily exact or optimal outcomes.

2.3.1. Optimization

Substantial research and literature exists on models which incorporate these aspects and results to

suggest an optimal supply chain network design, such as Govindan et al. (2014) 's research on multi-

objective approaches to optimizing a supply chain network for perishable foods. Similar to our subject's

design questions, Govindan et al. (2014) 's approach attempts to specify facility locations, shipment sizes,

and vehicle routes to reduce costs.

Govindan et al., however, has a substantial focus on environmental impact and assumes a crossdocking

facility must be present, while our research includes scenarios without crossdocks. More importantly, as

an optimization exercise, Govindan et al.'s model relies on varied input variables and assumptions, as well

as multiple stages of optimization calculations (Govindan et al., 2014). Such a method is not designed for

practitioner use or well suited to the development of new services or expansions where less verifiable

information is available - a central concern of our research.

2.3.2. Integer Programming

Agustina uses a mixed integer linear programming model to minimize total costs in a crossdock

environment. The total cost in this model consists of penalty costs (for late or early arrivals), inventory

holding cost and transportation cost from the warehouse or distribution center to the clients. According

to Agustina this method is different from other models as it incorporates both vehicle routing and vehicle

scheduling and it also takes into account inbound logistics (arrival and release times). The model

determines the departure time for inbound and outbound deliveries and routes that minimizes total cost.

For big size operations, a fixed time window for delivery and customer zoning has to be used in order for
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the model to be solvable. A medium size crossdock (20-30 doors and up to 200 supplier/clients) was used

as a base for this experiment (Agustina et al., 2014). Similar to Govindan et al.'s (2014) optimization

approach, to reach an optimal solution integer linear programming requires a high level of detailed,

accurate information which is often in itself is not available or reliable.

Langevin et al. (1996) points out the challenges of detailed data and numerical methods that such models

are complex and slow to construct and run; moreover, the results can be difficult to interpret and

comprehend (Langevin et al., 1996). As a result, the results of such "black-box" models are in-practice

often treated with suspicion and not used.

2.3.3. Continuous Approximation for Network Design

In contrast, continuous approximation methods are intended to provide a more practitioner-friendly

method for evaluating supply chain network decisions. Drawing upon the words of Daganzo, Langevin et

al. (1996) explains that continuous approximation is intended to provide reasonable solutions in

environments with limited information, and that this is helpful in understanding the pros and cons of

different supply chain networks. Importantly, Langevin et al. (1996) does not suggests that data intensive

and/or programming methods should be replaced, rather that they should be support with continuous

approximation methods (Langevin et al., 1996). Drawing upon the research from Daganzo (2005), Caplice

points out some assumptions necessary when using Continuous Approximation, such as the assumption

of homogenous vehicle capacity and that the size of the fleet does not change.

In the XYZ Co case Continuous Approximation was used to find the minimum number of tours that

maximizes the vehicle capacity (Figure 2-2 shows a comparison between a step function approaches for

number of tours vs. a Continuous Approximation approach).
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Figure 2-2 Modified Continuous Approximation to estimate tours (Caplice, 2015)

The approximate cost function as seen in Figure 2-3 requires limited information: expected number of

stops (n) and location of the store, capacity of each truck (Qmax), expected demand (D), cost per stop

(Cs), cost per distance (Cd), variable cost per unit per stop (Cvs), and topology factor (Ktsp) (Caplice, 2015).
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Figure 2-3 Transportation cost using Continuous Approximation (Caplice, 2015)

Using this methodology enables a clear understanding of the potential tradeoffs in using different logistics

solutions for a particular business. For example, compared to a crossdocking approach (manufacturer to

consolidation distributor to stores), a direct to store approach might result in a higher cost per stop but a

shorter lead time which might positively influence demand (i.e., increase sales). Alternative network

solutions such a crossdocking, direct to store and co-location could be tested using this methodology in

order to find the solution that best meets the business requirements (Caplice, 2015).
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In his review of existing research, Langevin et al. (1996) classifies the substantial research on continuous

approximation applied against various types of supply chain networks and incorporating different cost

aspects and limitations. Variations include one-to-many vs many-to-many systems, the use of

transshipments, and the inclusion of inventory and production costs. More recent continuous

approximation research exists, focusing directly on supply chain for perishable goods, albeit only within a

specific many-to-many network design (Campbell, 2013). Despite the breadth of existing research, there

is no direct overlap with the present research applying continuous approximation to evaluate various

network designs relevant to the distribution of fresh foods within our subject's regional supply chain.

2.4. Literature Review Conclusion

The shelf life and perishability characteristics of fresh food add a lot of complexity to logistics. There are

two main supply chain network designs used in the perishable industries today: crossdock and direct to

store. We found significant research on the benefits and drawbacks of both designs but we did not find

specifics on the different types of crossdock networks, in particular, we did not find research on the

tradeoffs of having a crossdock facility collocated to the manufacturer. We will as part of our analysis test

this design.

Two important methods to evaluate supply chain network designs for perishable items are: optimization

methods (e.g., integer programming) and Continuous Approximation methods. Continuous

Approximation is a more practical methodology that requires little information and enables an effective

evaluation of alternative supply chain network designs. Continuous approximation is an established

method used by practitioners and researchers alike; however, there is limited literature on its application

towards supply chains for highly-perishable products using different modes of one-to-many distribution.

We will be using Continuous Approximation to determine the best solution that meets the forecasted

increase in fresh food demand. We believe this method should be used in industries with highly-

10



perishable products, enabling adopters to gain efficiency and competitive advantage as they make more

informed strategic decisions on their supply chain network designs.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

This chapter describes the methodology employed to estimate, with limited data, the comparative costs

and tradeoffs of alternative supply network designs for XYZ Co's highly perishable, fresh food business

under various conditions. The methodology involved narrowing the geographic scope of analysis, defining

the supply network designs to be tested, collecting relevant data, developing the cost model, and finally

testing each network's sensitivity to cost under diverse scenarios.

3.2. Geographic Scope

The defined geographic scope is narrowed to the Greater Boston area (see Figure 3-1), as this area is likely

to be served by a single supply network design given similarity in store density, sufficient volume, and

general proximity.

6611M

sale

F r 4 A '2W 7*10

Figure 3-1 Boston Area Stores
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The selected local approach assumes that the design of the regional networks is independent - that

decisions in one region design do not impact other regions' costs. However, this may not always hold true.

For example, network designs that consider relocation of a supplier or crossdocking facility will impact

costs of any other region served by those same facilities. Compensating for this, however, the

approximation methods used here allow for the rapid cost estimation for various regions; therefore, the

results of any macro network changes can be calculated on a regional basis and then aggregated to

compare which combination of cluster designs yields the lowest total costs at the combined level.

3.3. Network Designs

In XYZ Co's existing network design, an independent supplier starts fresh food production at midnight,

delivering the items to a XYZ Co distribution center the following morning. The distribution center

effectively acts as a crossdocking and consolidation facility, where fresh food items are consolidated into

trucks with non-fresh food goods destined for stores that evening (see Figure 3-2). The fresh food products

will be on store shelves the subsequent morning for a maximum of two days (inclusive).

Fresh Food Consolidated Defined Region
Supplier Distribution Center

"Trunk" "Branch" ~p
Linehaul Linehauls A7 To r

U ~ . -w~ ~- - -Store Tours-

SUppliers

Figure 3-2 Current Fresh Food Supply Chain Network Overview

Alternative supply chain network designs consider various route movements, supplier locations,

crossdocking locations, and consolidation options see Figure 3-3 (fresh food only, or combined with other

13



store goods). Based on testing of various combinations and discussions with XYZ Co, five final network

designs for comparison and testing were chosen:

1) Current (Supplier -> DC-> Stores): Current supply network as described above;

2) D2Store (Supplier -> Stores): Supplier delivers fresh food straight to the store, bypassing any DC or

crossdocking;

3) Pick-up (DC-> Supplier -> Stores): The distributor trucks stop at the supplier's current facility to pick

up fresh food items while en-route to the city;

4) Zone Skip (Supplier -> City -> Stores): Supplier delivers a dedicated fresh food load to a city

crossdock within the city, where products are transferred to smaller vehicles for local tours;

5) Co-Location (Supplier/DC-> Stores): Supplier is co-located with the DC, and fresh foods are directly

consolidated with other goods on trucks bound for stores.

Current

AL

I'
I'

~

I'

D2Store

Figure 3-3

Pickup Zone Skip

AL Ali

I V
I' I

'I A.

Alternative Network Designs for Fresh Foods

Co-location

I'
I'
I ~

m

%~ ~
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3.4. Data Collection and Model Formulation

Data collection was carried out through visits to XYZ Co's supplier, 3rd party distribution center, and ride-

along with trucks distributing fresh foods to stores. These visits entailed interviews with management and

workers, as well as observation and timing of various activities. Additional context and comparison to

other regions was provided by XYZ Co's management, as well as access to detailed company data on local

fresh food demand.

3.4.1. Demand Data

The basic unit of demand for this study is one tote, which, according to XYZ Co carries, on-average 21 fresh

food items. A base tote demand of 85,000 units per year was therefore calculated by annualizing year-to-

date sales volumes for all fresh food items (provided at the SKU level), and dividing this figure by 21. The

demand translates to a fill-factor of 53%, determined by comparing the SKU demand and tote estimate

into volumes, given the physical dimensions of each. Using the weighted average sales price and unit costs

for XYZ Co's fresh food SKUs, an average revenue per tote value of $104 and per tote cost of $41 were

calculated.

The XYZ Co data includes specific locations of each of the 176 retail stores in the Greater Boston area. This

data was used to map the store locations and calculate the geographic centroid using the average of all

store longitudes and latitudes. While interviews reveal daily shipments from the DC and supplier, not all

stores receive shipments every day. An average interval of two days between delivery for any one store

was assumed. Therefore, the analysis assumes 364 delivery days each year, with 88 stores reach each day

(total stores / delivery interval). This translates to a daily tote consumption per store of 1.33, requiring

deliveries of 2.66 totes every other day. Store volumes are assumed to increase at 10% the rate of fresh

food volume increases; this implies that most demand in fresh food will be driven by existing stores.
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As fresh foods are consolidated with other goods (non-fresh foods) in several scenarios, the volumes of

non-fresh foods needed to be estimated. Per interviews with XYZ Co, fresh food represents approximately

8% of total volumes, implying the current demand for non-fresh foods is approximately 1,000,000 totes.

In terms of growth, the model assumes that any increase in fresh food demand will be accompanied by

growth in non-fresh foods, however, at only 60% the growth rate of fresh foods.

The effects of changes in demand, relative non-fresh food growth, store count, tote fill-rates, and delivery

intervals will be discussed further in the Results and Discussion sections.

3.4.2. Network Activities

During interviews and discussions with XYZ Co, the supply process from supplier loading to store drop-off

was divided into a set of three sequential activities; (1) one-to-one "trunk" delivery (i.e. supplier facility

to DC); (2) crossdocking (i.e. handling at the DC), and (3) one-to-many "branch" delivery (i.e. distribution

center to stores). While the activities were developed based on XYZ Co's current supply network, they are

comprehensive enough to include the alternative network designs. Table 3-1 lists the sequential activities

and shows their relationship to each network scenario.

Table 3-1 Sequential Activities
Network Design

Activities: Current D2Store Pick-up Zone Skip Co-location

1:1 Delivery (Trunk)
Trunk Loading x x
Trunk Linehaul x x
Unloading x x

Crossdocking (Node)
Sorting x x x
Holding x

1:0. Delivery (Branch)
Branch Loading x x x x x
Branch Linehaul x x x x
Store Tour x x x x x

Drop Fixed x x x x x
Drop FF Variable x x x x x
Drop Non-FF Variable x x x
Savings in Non-FF sc x x
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The only additional "activity" required was Savings in Non-FF SC. D2Store and Zone Skip propose a

dedicated fresh food network, which implies removing fresh foods from the existing supply chain, which

will reduce the existing system's costs. Savings in Non-FF SC was included to capture this savings effect.

Note that activities following tote delivery, such as backhauls, have not been included in any scenario.

3.4.3. Network Activity Costs

Time and/or distance were estimated for each activity; these were then combined with general vehicle

and wage inputs to estimate activity costs, classified into four categories: maintenance, fuel, wages, and

leasing. Not all activities trigger each cost category. The relationship of cost to activities is shown in Table

3-2.

Table 3-2 Matrix of Supply Activities and Costs

Time & Dist Costs
Activities: Distance (Miles) Time (Mins) Maint Fuel Wage Lease
1:1 Delivery (Trunk)

Trunk Loading x x
Trunk Linehaul x x x x x x
Unloading x x

Crossdocking (Node)

Sorting x x
Holding x

1:oo Delivery (Branch)

Branch Loading x x
Branch Linehaul x x x x x
Store Tour x x x x x x
Drop Fixed x x x
Drop FF Variable x x
Drop Non-FF Variable x x
Savings in Non-FF SC x x x x

Note that inventory, holding, and shrinkage costs have been excluded as the highly-perishable products

are not held for any prolonged period (except post-delivery, point-of-sale). Although Holding is included

as an activity, it has no associated cost - its purpose is to capture a time delay during crossdocking, which

impacts the total tote delivery time.
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The generalized conversion formulas of distance and time to costs are shown in Figure 3-4. The methods

to estimate the formula inputs follow.

Cost Category Driver Generalized Cost Calculation per Activity

Maintenance Distance (Activity Travel Distance) * (Maintenace $ per Vehicle Mile) * (# of
Vehicles)

Fuel Distance (Activity Travel Distance) * ($ per Gallon Fuel) * (# of Vehicles)

Wage Time (Time per Tote) * (# of Totes) * ($ per FTE) * (# of FTEs for Activity)

Lease 1 Distance (Activity Travel Distance) *(# of Vehicles) * (Lease $ per mile)

"Lease $ per mile" = ((Annual Lease $ per Vehicle) / (Delivery Days per Year)) * (Activity Travel

Figure 3-4 Conversion Formulas of Distance and Time to Costs

3.4.4. Distance Estimation

Approximation methods -- requiring limited and readily available inputs -- were used to determine line-

haul and tour distances for each network design:

Line-haul Distances. Line-haul distances were determined by calculating the straight line distance (as-the-

crow-flies) between two nodes using their latitudes and longitudes in the Great Circle formula', and then

multiplying the resulting distance by a Circuity Factor (Kcf) to account for the deviations of local road

networks. For the current network design, the road distance (from Google Maps) is 25.7 miles from

supplier to DC as seen in Figure 3-5 and the straight line distance (as-the-crow-flies) is 16.6 miles. Dividing

the two results in a circuity factor of 1.63, which is used to modify the birds-eye distances for all line-hauls,

including the line-haul to the city for the store tours.

Id A-B= 3959(rccossinLATAsinLATB +cOsLATA cosLATBcOsLONGA-LONGB) Where LATi and LONGi are in Radians
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Figure 3-5 Google Maps Line-haul distance

Tour Distances. The traveling salesman formula (shortest route to visit all location) is used to estimate

the shortest distance needed to visit all locations once in a defined region. In this case, the distance

required to visit XYZ Co's stores in the Boston region on a given day. Specifically, the traveling salesman

distance is estimated by the proportion of the number of stores multiplied by a circuity factor (Ktsp), over

the density of the area where the stores are located. A Ktsp of 0.765 -- commonly used in urban centers

-- was applied, yielding a daily tour distance of 325 miles under current conditions. This method allows

efficient testing of different regions, geographic scopes, and potential changes in store quantities or

vehicle types.

3.4.5. Fleet Sizing

The number of vehicles is an important cost driver for each supply network. Two main limitations drive

the size of the fleet: (1) the volume capacity of the vehicle and (2) driving time limitations. Continuous

approximation was used to calculate the required fleet size to meet the daily demand volumes, as well as

the total hours required for the travelling salesman route and stops. The larger of the two required fleet

sizes is then used.
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For volumes capacity requirements, the daily volume of totes is compared to the available space capacity

for fresh foods per vehicle. This varies based on the equipment size and the space allocated for fresh foods

particularly in that equipment. For time constraints, the total driving limit is ten hours; the loading and

line-haul times are subtracted from this limit, leaving time allocated per vehicle to routing and drop offs.

This remaining time per vehicle is then compared to the total daily drop off and transit times required to

determine the minimum vehicles required.

3.4.6. Equipment Cost Inputs

Vehicle load capacity and speed (to determine fleet size), as well as drivers required, maintenance, and

leasing costs are all model inputs. Detailed data was collected through company interviews and

supplemented with additional research, summarized in Table 3-3. The data was collected on various

vehicle sizes to allow for cost sensitivity testing based on vehicles employed.

Table 3-3 Equipment Assumptions
Equipment Vans '26 Truck '36 Truck '48 Truck '53 Truck
Total Pallet Capacity pallets/equipment 20 0 '2 0
Tote Capacity totes/equipment 86 360 540 720 780
Drivers per equipment 2 .0 2.0 2 0 2.0
Driver Wage $/hour $I2.0 $16.0 $18.0 $18.0 $18.0

Highway Speed miles /hr 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0

city Speed miles /hr 20.0 20.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

Fuel consumption (Hwy) miles /gallon 16.7 7.7 7.1 6.7 6.7

Fuel Consumption (City) miles /gallon 16.7 7.7 7.1 6.7 6.7

Equipment Hire Rate $/mile $3.0 $8.5 $10.0 $10.0 $10.0

Vehicle Maintenance $/mile $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0

Vehicle Annual Lease $/equipment $13,333.3 $60,000.0 $70,000.0 $80,000.0 $90,000.0

1,743 6,971 10,725 13,942 13,942

3.4.7. Cost Allocations

As certain activities and costs are shared between fresh food and non-fresh foods (such as the fuel for

delivery tour in the current scenario), only a portion of these costs are allocated to fresh foods. For the

Current, Pick-up, and Co-Location network designs, the allocation for shared costs is primarily based on
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the proportion of estimated fresh food volumes compared to total volumes. For Pick-Up, the loading

allocation is based on the proportion of time needed for fresh food vehicle loading; line-haul is

apportioned according to the extra distance the vehicle from the DC must travel to get to the supplier

instead of directly to the city.

3.5. Sensitivity analysis

With each network design mapped to activities, each network's costs can be calculated and compared

under various business conditions. As an example, Table 3-4 illustrates the resulting $3.15 cost per tote

for XYZ Co's current network.

Table 3-4 Current network cost breakdown
Distance & Time Cost / Tote

Current Miles Minutes Main Fuel Wage Hire/Lease Total Cost

Trunk Loading

Trunk Linehaul

Unloading

Sorting

Holding

Branch Loading

Branch Linehaul

Store Tour

Drop Fixed

Drop FF Variable

Drop Non-FF Variable

Savings in Non-FF SC

49

243

325

30
58

20
39

120
270
292

975

880
234

880

111.7 mi/tote 10.3 hr/tote
% of FF Revenue

% of FF Product Cost

0.21

0.08
0.11

0.06

0.02
0.03

$0.40 $0.11
0.4% 0.1%
1.0% 0.3%

0.08
0.15
0.05
0.08

0.05
0.05
0.17
0.16
0.53

$1.32
1.3%

3.2%

0.08
0.82 L 1.24

0.05
0.08

0.05
0.21 0.37
0.28 0.60

0.16
0.53

$1.32

1.3%

3.1%

$3.15
3.0%
7.2%

Table 3-5 highlights the levers and ranges used

conditions.

to test each network's sensitivity to different business
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Table 3-5 Key Inputs and Assumptions

Key Assumptions

FF Demand Multiplier

Annual FF Demandi

Relative Non-FF Growth

Annual Non-FF D rnaind

Relative Store Growth

Store Count

Delivery Interval
Daily Nodes

Node Demand

Vehicle Selection

Tote Size Adjustment

Tote Fill

multiple

% of multiplier

% ofmultiplier

days/store delivery

1=Auto I 2=lnput

% original volume

FFunits/tote

Baseline
1.Ox

5 ,289

60.0%
1,000.000

10%

176
2.0
88

2.7

1.0
100%
21.Ox

Sensitivity Ranges
Low High

1.0x 5.0x

10.0% 100.0%

0% 50%

2.0 3.0

1.0
50%
21.Ox

2.0
100%
35.Ox

The sensitivity analyses provides insight into the tradeoffs between different supply network decisions

and their robustness under various external conditions, as shown and discussed in the subsequent

sections.
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4. Data Analysis/ Results

This section presents the model results for the current and alternate network designs under present and

future growth scenarios. First, a high-level comparison of network designs is shown in terms of cost and

delivery time. Additional detail is then provided on the structure and sensitivity of each individual network

design. Finally, the results of additional sensitivity analyses on several input assumptions are presented.

This section focuses on presenting the results, while the implications and insights are more thoroughly

explored in the subsequent Discussion section.

4.1. Network Design Comparisons

The five network designs tested were Current (Supplier -> DC -> Stores); D2Store (Supplier -> Stores); Pick-

up (DC-> Supplier -> Stores); Zone Skip (Supplier -> City -> Stores); and Co-Location (Supplier/DC -> Stores)

as seen in Figure 4-1.

Current

rn

5'
a'

\x4x

D2tore

AL

&'

I'
% IIi' .

Pickup

AL

79

Zone Skip

AL

Co-location

I "Olf

% 26

Alternative Network Designs for Fresh FoodFigure 4-1
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4.1.1. Baseline Network Comparison

The following Baseline assumptions were used for an initial comparison of the above five network designs.

The highlighted numbers in Table 4-1 are the adjustable levers, while the additional numbers are provided

to highlight the immediate impacts of the levers on the model.

Table 4-1
Key Assumptions
FF Demand Multiplier

Annual FF Demand

Relative Non-FF Growth
Annulail Non-FF Denand

Relative Store Growth
Store Count

Delivery Interval
Daily Nodes
Node Demand

Vehicle Selection
Tote Size Adjustment
Tote Fill

Baseline Conditions
Baseline

multiple 1.Ox

85,289
% of multiplier 60.0%

1,00Q,000

% of multiplier 10%

moe 176

days/store delivery 2.0

K 88
e 2.7

1=Auto / 2=lnput 1.0
% original volume 100%

FFunits/tote 21.Ox

Using these Baseline conditions, Figure 4-2 and 4-3 respectively compare the cost per tote and delivery

timelines for each network design. As shown in Figure 4-2, the model estimates a cost per tote range from

$1.75 for Co-location up to $7.03 for D2Store. These are significant ranges, with Co-Location well below

other designs and followed by the Current network design which remains substantially less costly than

the remaining network designs under current demand assumptions.
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Network Design Costs, 1x Current FF Demand
(Total Cost per Tote)

Current $3.15

D2Store

Pick-up 4. $5.01

Zone Skip $6.

Co-location $1.75

$7.03

50 1:1: Delivery

Crossdock
* 1:00 Delivery

Figure 4-2 Network Design Costs, 1x Current FF Demand

The time for delivery between leaving the supplier to the last in-store delivery (Delivery Window + In-

Transit) ranges from just under 7 to slightly over 10 hours. As well as being the cheapest option, Co-

Location is also the fastest for delivery under the Baseline scenario; the Current network design is the

slowest as seen in Figure 4-3.

($3.71/tote)

D2Store
($8.96/tote)

($6.70/tote)

Zone Si
($8.00/tote)-

Co-location 1
($2.10/tote)

12AM

Production In-

Time to Sale, 1x Baseline Demand
(Hours)

4.8 5.5 9.7

7.0 12.0

3.0 6.9 10.2

t.3 6.9 10.9

.4 5.5 13.1

Transit Delivery Window Bac

42.0

42.0

42.0

42.0

42.0

kroom Store Shelf

Figure 4-3 Time to Sale, 1x Baseline Demand

Regardless of network design, under current production and delivery schedules, the freshest product a

customer can buy is 30 hours after production starts (addressed further in Discussion).
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4.1.2. Network Comparison with Fresh Food Growth

XYZ Co expects demand to increase substantially over the coming years; Table 4-2 contrasts the Baseline

conditions and the scenario in which fresh food demand is 5x current volumes. This multiple was chosen

as the high end of what XYZ Co would expect of fresh food demand growth over the next few years.

Table 4-2 Baseline conditions vs.
Key Assumptions

FF Demand Multiplier multiple

Arnal U 7 FF Demrind

Relative Non-FF Growth % of multiplier

/\nnulI Non FF [h mand

Relative Store Growth % of multiplier

Stor. Count

Delivery Interval days/store delivery

Daily Nodes :r

Node Demand

Vehicle Selection 1=Auto I 2=lnput

Tote Size Adjustment %originalvolume

Tote Fill FFunits/tote

The impact on the cost of each network design as fresh food

volumes is shown in Figure 4-4.

$8.00

$7.00

$6.00

$5.00

$4.00

$3.00

$2.00

$1.00

- - Current

1.Ox

Network Design Cost / FF Tote

D2Store Pick-up

high (5x) FF
Baseline

1.x

8-,289
60.0%

1,.000,

10%
176

2.0
88

2.7

1.0
100%
21.Ox

demand conditions
Adjusted? High

X 5.Ox
426, 445

60.0%
3,400,000

10%
246

2.0
123
9.5

1.0
100%
21.Ox

demand is ramped up to 5 times the current

ZoneSkip ------- Co-location

i.... ....

1.5x 2.Ox 2.5x 3.Ox 3.5x 4.Ox

Fresh Food Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000 totes)

Figure 4-4

4.5x 5.Ox

Network Design Cost/ FF Tote
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At least two clear patterns can be observed as fresh food demand increases: The first is that the rapid cost

decrease with initial fresh food demand growth begins to level out around 3.5x demand. The second is

that the cost ranking of network designs remains relatively similar until approximately 4.Ox demand.

Reasons for these patterns will be explored in the Discussion section. An additional observation is that the

cost declines as demand increases show inconsistencies. Analysis of each network design reveals that this

is caused by the step cost of additional, but not fully utilized, vehicles in the delivery fleet. The model

assumes a single vehicle size for each route; however, a mixed fleet could better match exact demand

needs and reduce this jitter effect.

In terms of delivery timelines, as seen in Figure 4-5, the D2Store and Zone Skipping networks become

faster at making deliveries, while the other network designs become slower as larger but less speedy

vehicles become more economical.

Network Design Hours to Last Delivery

- Current D2Store Pick-up ZoneSkip ------- Co-location
14

12 1% 0

8

6

x4

2

1.x 1.5x 2.Ox 2.5x 3.Ox 3.5x 4.Ox 4.5x 5.Ox
Fresh Food Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000 totes)

Figure 4-5 Hours to last delivery per Network Design

With the significant time to delivery increases for D2Store and Zone Skip, as seen in Figure 4-6, there is

opportunity to reduce the time to store from 30 to 18 hours. This opportunity will be addressed further

in the Discussion section.
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Current
($2.73/tote)

D2Store
($2.83/tote)

Pick-up
($3.28/tote)

Zone Skip
($2.64/tote)
Co-location
($1.77/tote)

12A&

Production

Time to Sale, 5x Baseline Demand
(Hours)

10.0 6.1 6.2 7.7

0 .0 15.0

10.0 5.6 6.2 8.3

*.o 14.5

10.0 4.0 6.2 9.9

In-Transit Delivery Window Back

42.0

42.0

42.0

42.0

42.0

room Store Shelf

Figure 4-6 Time to Sale 5x Baseline Demand

For reference, the estimated distances required under each network design under lx, 3x and 5x fresh food

demand increases are shown in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3 Route Miles across Network Designs and Demand Increases
Total Miles Current D2Store Pick-up Zone Skip Co-location
1:1 Linehaul 49 - - 25 0
1:oo Linehaul 27 25 74 - 27
1:00 Tour @

1x Demand 325 325 325 325 325
3x Demand 356 356 356 356 356
5x Demand 385 385 385 385 385

Minimum Miles
Maximum Miles

401
460

350
410

399
458

350
410

352
412

Note that the only distances that change with demand are delivery tours; the change in delivery tours

distance is due to the assumed increase in store count at 10% the rate of the fresh food growth. In terms

of actual miles travelled, each line-haul must be multiplied by the relevant fleet size.

4.2. Individual Network Design Results

The following provides greater detail on the cost and time results for each of the network designs.
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4.2.1. Current Network Design

In the Current network design, fresh foods are transported on a dedicated line-haul from the supplier to

the DC. The DC acts as a crossdocking facility, consolidating fresh foods into trucks with other non-fresh

food goods destined for stores that evening. The fresh food products will be on store shelves the

subsequent morning for a maximum of two days (inclusive).

Table 4-4 shows the cost drivers for the Current network design under 3x demand conditions, yielding a

total cost per tote of $2.48.

Table 4-4 Cost drivers for the Current network design with 3x FF demand
Cost / Tote

Network Design: Current Main Fuel Wage Lease Total

1:1 Delivery (Trunk) $0.14 $0.04 $0.18 $0.55 $0.91 '
Trunk Loading 0.05 0.05 2

Trunk Linehaul 0.14 0.04 0.10 0.55 0.83

Unloading 0.03 0.03

Crossdocking (Node) - - $0.24 - $0.24 1o

Sorting 0.24 0.24

Holding

1:00 Delivery (Branch) $0.09 $0.03 $0.88 $0.33 $1.32 53'

Branch Loading 0.03 0.03

Branch Linehaul 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.14 0.22

Store Tour 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.19 0.38

Drop Fixed 0.09 0.09

Drop FF Variable 0.60 0.60

Drop Non-FF Variable -

Savings in Non-FF SC - - --

Total Cost / Tote $0.23 $0.07 $1.30 $0.87 $2.48

The primary activity cost is the trunk line-haul, particularly fleet leasing, representing about one-third of

the overall delivery cost. This is followed by the time required to drop the fresh foods, covering about

one-fourth the total cost of delivery.

More than half the costs come from wages, followed by lease, maintenance, and fuel. Note that this

distribution of cost across cost centers (maintenance, fuel, etc.) remains fairly consistent across all
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network designs and demand levels. This effect is illustrated in Table 4-5, and tied to the relationship of

those costs at the operational vehicle level.

Table 4-5 Cost Distribution
% of Total Cost 1x Demand 3x Demand 5X Demand
Network Main Fuel Wage Lease Main Fuel Wage Lease Main Fuel Wage Lease
Current 13% 4% 42% 42% T 9% 3% 53% 35% 8% 56% 33%

D2Store 27% 3% 58% 11% 27% 3% 64% 5% 27% % 66%

Pick-up 34% 9% 47% 10% 23% 7% 59% 12% 20% 6% 62% 12%

Zone Skip 23% 3% 52% 22% 18% 2% 55% 24% 15% 2% 57% 26%
Co-location 11% m % 58% 28% j ~ 71q 21% 74%V 20%

Figure 4-7 shows the impact of increasing fresh food volumes on costs, timing, and fleet size for the

Current network design. Note that the least expensive vehicle option is automatically selected by the

model and therefore the results may not reflect the current fleet in use.

Current Network Sensitivity to Demand

1:1: Delivery Crossdock sm 1:"" Delivery Delivery Hrs

$10.00 12.5 hrs 12.9 hrs 12.3 hrs 14.0

$9.00 11.9 hrs 11.8 hrs 11.7 hrs 11.3 hrs 11.4 hrs 12.0
$8.00 10.3 hrs

9.6 hrs
$7.00 10.0

$6.00 8.0

$5.00 o
6.0

$4.00 $3.15 $3.02
$3.00 $278 $269 $262 $2.48 $2.38 $2.37 $2.34 $2.29 $246 4.0

$ 2 .0 0 2 .4

$1.00 
2.0

LOx 1.4x 1.8x 2.2x 2.6x 3.x 3.4x 3.8x 4.2x 4.6x 5.Ox

Fresh Food Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000 totes)

1:1 - # x Size 1 x '36 1 x'48 2 x'26 2 x'26 2 x'36 2 x '36 2 x '36 2 x'48 2 x '48 2 x '48 3 x '36

1:- - # x Size 9 x '26 11 x'26 8 x'48 8 x'48 9 x'48 10 x'48 11 x'48 12 x'48 14 x '48 15 x '48 14 x'53

Figure 4-7 Impact of Growing Demand on Current Network Design

The impact of increasing demand on the Current network is relatively limited, with a relatively steady

decline from $3.15 per tote to $2.46 once demand reach a high 5x current levels. While vehicle efficiencies

allow the line-haul costs to go down, the lower line-haul costs are partially offset by increasing handling
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costs. Once vehicles are fully utilized, handling costs will likely begin to push overall costs per tote back

up.

The time required increases substantially at approximately 1.5x demand, as the branch line-haul fleet

transitions to a smaller number of larger vehicles ('48 foot from '26 foot) that increase tour times, but

overall comparatively lower delivered costs. A similar shift happens between 4.6x and 5.Ox demand as

vehicle size changes to

4.2.2. D2Store Network

In the D2Store network design, dedicated vehicles are used to take fresh food straight from the supplier

to stores, bypassing the DC or any crossdocking activities. Table 4-6 shows the cost drivers for the D2Store

network design under 3x growth conditions, totaling $2.91 for delivered tote.

Table 4-6 D2Store network design with 3x FF demand
Cost / Tote

Network Design: D2Store Main Fuel Wage Lease Total
1:1 Delivery (Trunk) - - - - - o

Trunk Loading

Trunk Linehaul - - - -

Unloading -

Crossdocking (Node) - - - - -

Sorting -

Holding

1:00 Delivery (Branch) $0.79 $0.09 $1.86 $0.16 $2.91 1o0%

Branch Loading 0.15 0.15

Branch Linehaul 0.32 0.04 0.16 0.18 0.70

Store Tour 0.51 0.06 0.61 0.29 1.46

Drop Fixed 0.60 0.60

Drop FF Variable 0.40 0.40

Drop Non-FF Variable -

Savings in Non-FF SC (0.04) (0.01) (0.05) (0.31)

Total Cost/ Tote $0.79 $0.09 $1.86 $0.16 $2.91 1

Note that there are no trunk line-haul or crossdocking costs. Among the relevant activities, the primary

cost driver is the store tour where the majority of effort is spent in D2Store. Also note that as a dedicated
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fresh food design, D2Store will remove fresh food from the existing Current network, and therefore

reduce its costs. The estimated savings total $0.42 per tote.

1:1: Delivery

8.5 hrs

7.6 hrs

D2Store Network Sensitivity to Demand

Crossdock m 1:'- Delivery Current Network Cost

7.0 hrs
6.6 hrs

6.2 hrs 6.0 hrs 5.7 hrs 5.5 hrs

$5.23

$3.74 $3.93

$3.10 $2.91 $2.76 $2.64liii.....
1.4x 1.8x 2.2x 2.6x 3.Ox 3.4x 3.8x

Fresh Food Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000 totes)

5 x Van 6 x Van 7 x Van 8 x Van 9 x Van 10 x Van 11 x Van 1

$2.25

U

Delivery Hrs

9.0

8.0

7.0

6.0 w
5.1 hrs 5.0 hrs _

5.0 o
2

4.0 12

3.0
$2.28 $2.23

2.0

1.0

4.2x 4.6x S.Ox

2 x Van 14 x Van IS x Van

Figure 4-8 Impact of Growing Demand on D2Store Network Design

The impact of increasing demand on the D2Store network design is significant. As seen in Figure 4-8, an

initial significant decline from $7.03 to $3.74 per tote nearly half the cost as demand doubles; this

proceeds to decline to $2.23 per tote at 5x current fresh food demand levels. At 4.2x demand, it out-

performs the current network design. Delivery time, following the peak of 8.5 hours at approximately 1.4x

demand, declines steadily to five hours at 5x demand. The time savings is the result of increases in the

van fleet outpacing the growth in store counts; each additional vehicle leads to a lower number of stores

served per vehicles, and therefore quicker completion to final deliveries.

4.2.3. Pickup Network

In the Pickup network, the vehicles loaded with non-fresh food goods at the DC pass by the supplier's

current facility while en-route to the city to pick up the fresh foods. Table 4-7 shows the cost drivers for

the Pickup network design under 3x growth conditions, leading to a $2.82 cost per tote.
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Pickup network design with
Cost / Tote

3x FF demand

Network Design: Pick-up Main Fuel Wage Lease Total
1:1 Delivery (Trunk) - - - -

Trunk Loading
Trunk Linehaul - - -
Unloading -

Crossdocking (Node) - - $0.24 - $0.24

Sorting 0.24 0.24

Holding

1:00 Delivery (Branch) $0.64 $0.20 $1.41 $0.33 $2.58 91
Branch Loading 0.17 0.17
Branch Linehoul 0.58 0.18 0.42 0.22 1.41 7
Store Tour 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.11 0.30 %

Drop Fixed 0.09 0.09

Drop FF Variable 0.60 0.60

Drop Non-FF Variable -

Savings in Non-FF SC - - - -

Total Cost / Tote $0.64 $0.20 $1.66 $0.33 $2.82

The primary cost driver are Branch line-haul costs. This is due to the longer line-haul required for the

vehicles to make in order to pass by the supplier and then go to the city. If the supplier were located

actually en route to the city, this cost might be substantially reduced. This is demonstrated by the Co-

Location design, in which the supplier is located alongside the DC.

Pick-up Network Sensitivity to Demand
Crossdock i 1:- Delivery Current Network Cost

10.3 hrs
10.9 hrs 10.8 hrs

$3.56 $3.18 $3.07

'm l

11.3 hrs 11.2 hrs 11.2 hrs 11.2 hrs 11.2 hrs
11.7 hrs

$2.82 $2.79 $2.76 $2.79 $2.79 $2.68

1.Ox 1.4x 1.8x 2.2x 2.6x 3.Ox 3.4x 3.8x
F h F d D A ti 1 IB ' nnn tte )

4.2x 4.6x 5.Ox

Fleet Required uV
1:1 - # x Size -- - - - - - - - - -
1:- - # x Size 9 x '26 9 x '36 9 x'36 9 x'48 10 x'48 10 x '48 11 x '48 12 x'48 13 x '53 14 x'53 14 x '53

Impact of Growing Demand on Pickup Network Design

Table 4-7

1:1: Delivery
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Figure 4-9
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As seen in Figure 4-9, the impact of increasing demand on the Pickup network design is significant, with a

significant decline from $5.01 per tote to $2.68 per tote once demand reach a high 5x current levels -

about $0.25 per tote higher than the Current network. Similar to the Current network design, the

increasing handling costs begin to offset the diminishing economies of scale with transport.

The time required increases consistently from 8.5 hours at current demand levels to nearly 12 hours at 5x

demand. Given the larger vehicle sizes, store growth outpaces vehicle growth - this leads to vehicles

serving more locations each, and therefore taking longer. The effect on Pickup is the opposite of the effect

seen in D2Store with a rapidly growing van fleet.

4.2.4. Zone Skip Network

Under the Zone Skip network design, larger vehicles carry a dedicated fresh food load directly from the

supplier to an informal city crossdock (such as a parking lot), where products are transferred to smaller

vehicles to complete local tours. The cost per tote details are shown in Table 4-8; at 3x fresh food demand,

the total cost per tote is $2.96.

Table 4-8 Zone Skip network design with 3x FF demand
cost / Tote

Network Design: Zone Skil Main Fuel Wage Lease Total I
1:1 Delivery (Trunk) $0.07 $0.02 $0.15 $0.55 $0.79 27

Trunk Loading 0.05 0.05

Trunk Linehaul 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.55 0.69

Unloading 0.05 0.05

crossdocking (Node) - - - - - ;
Sorting -

Holding

1:ac Delivery (Branch) $0.47 $0.05 $1.49 $0.16 $2.16 73>

Branch Loading 0.23 0.23

Branch Linehaul - - - - -

Store Tour 0.51 0.06 0.61 0.47 1.65

Drop Fixed 0.30 0.30

Drop FF Variable 0.40 0.40

Drop Non-FF Variable

Savings in Non-FF SC (0.04) (0.01) (0.05) (0.31) & .

Total Cost /Tote $0.54 $0.07 $1.64 $0.70 $2.96 >
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Similar to other network designs, the activities primarily driving cost are the trunk line-haul and store tour,

representing collectively almost 80% of the total costs. As with D2Store, as a dedicated fresh food network

savings are accounted for given the reduced burden on the existing non-FF supply chain. Note that

although there is a crossdocking operation, no crossdocking costs are included. The assumption is that an

informal location can be used, and the vehicle drivers will themselves transfer the fresh foods between

trucks. The cost of their time is accounted for in the line-haul unloading and branch loading activities.

Figure 4-10 provides detail on the influence of demand over cost, delivery time, and fleet sizes for the

Zone Skip network design:

1:1: Delivery

9.1 hrs

8.2 hrs
7.6 hrs

$6.50

Zone Skip Network Sensitivity to Demand
Crossdock o 1:- Delivery Current Network Cost

7.1 hrs
6.8 hrs 6.5 hrs 6.3 hrs 6.1 hrs 6.0 hrs

$5.08

LOx

1 x '36

4 x Van

1.4x

1 x '48

5 x Van

Delivery Hrs

5.6 hrs

$3.96 $4.03

$2.96 $2.75 $265 $2.21 $2.18

1.8x 2.2x 2.6x 3.Ox 3.4x 3.8x 4.2x 4.6x

Fresh Food Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000 totes)

2 x '26 2 x '26 2 x '36 2 x '36 2 x'36 2 x '48 2 x '48 2 x'48
6 x Van 7 x Van 8 x Van 9 x Van 10 x Van 11 x Van 12 x Van 14 x Van

5.Ox

3 x '36
15 x Van

Figure 4-10 Impact of Growing Demand on Pickup Network Design

While initially costly and a relatively long lead time, the Zone Skip network design improves significantly

on both fronts as demand increases. The increased utilization of vans reduces the store tour costs

substantially, passing the Current network cost at 3.8x demand. The effect of van growth outpacing stores

allows for a smaller store-to-van relationship and therefore faster delivery cycles.
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4.2.5. Co-Location Network

Under the Co-Location network design, the supplier is co-located with the DC, allowing fresh foods to be

directly consolidated with other goods on trucks bound for stores. Co-location reduces crossdocking costs

and removes the trunk line-haul, while also allowing for the economies of consolidation with non-fresh

food goods. As a result, the cost per tote is only $1.55 at 3x demand, as shown in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9 Co-Location network design with 3x FF demand
Cost / Tote

Network Design: Co-locati Main Fuel Wage Lease Total
1:1 Delivery (Trunk) - - - - -

Trunk Loading
Trunk Linehaul - - -

Unloading
Crossdocking (Node) - - $0.24 - $0.24 t%

Sorting 0.24 0.24

Holding
1:oo Delivery (Branch) $0.09 $0.03 $0.86 $0.33 $1.31 84

Branch Loading 0.01 0.01
Branch Linehaul 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.14 0.22

Store Tour 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.19 0.38
Drop Fixed 0.09 0.09
Drop FF Variable 0.60 0.60
Drop Non-FF Variable -

Savings in Non-FF SC - - - -

Total Cost/ Tote $0.09 $0.03 $1.10 $0.33 $1.55

As shown in Table 4-9, the costs in the one-to-many category do not differ significantly from the Current

network design; Co-Location is so much cheaper simply because the other categories have been removed

by co-locating the facilities.

As shown in the sensitivity analysis in Figure 4-11, the Co-Location network design is less expensive than

the current scenario from the start, and remains as such through all tested demand levels. Demand has

limited impact on overall costs, except slight increases as the minor handling costs increase.
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Co-location Network Sensitivity to Demand

1:1: Delivery Crossdock 1:"" Delivery Current Network Cost Delivery Hrs

$10.00 12.0

$9.00 10.2 hrs 9.9 hrs 9.7 hrs 9.6 hrs 9.6 hrs 10.1 hrs

$8.00 .2 hrs 9.2 hrs 10.0

$7.00
$7.00 8.0

6.9 hrs
$6.00 6.4 hrs 6.2 hrs
$5.00 6.0 2

U $4.00
4.0

$3.00

$2.00 $1.75 $1.69 $1.65 $1.56 $1.55 $1.55 $1.55 $1.56 $1.61 $1.62 $1.62

$1.00 2.0

LOx 1.4x 1.8x 2.2x 2.6x 3.Ox 3.4x 3.8x 4.2x 4.6x 5.Ox

Fleet Required Fresh Food Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000 totes)

1:1 - # x Size - - - - - - - - - - -

1:- - # x Size 9 x '26 11 x'26 13 x '26 8 x'48 9 x'48 10 x '48 11 x'48 12 x '48 14 x '48 15 x'48 14 x '53

Figure 4-11 Impact of Growing Demand on Co-Location Network Design

The lead times start off comparatively low at 7 hours and declining; however, they jump significantly once

the fleet vehicles increase in size. This leads to a smaller number of large vehicles serving a larger number

of stores each and therefore to longer delivery cycles. The shift in vehicles reduces costs somewhat, but

given the substantial savings this model offers, a higher cost fleet may be worth pursuing to enable

significantly faster delivery. This shorter lead time can lead to longer shelf-time or better freshness

(explored further in Discussion).

The Co-location network design is both significantly less expensive and faster than the alternative network

designs. It would seem the obvious network choice, even at current demand levels. However, the cost of

moving the supplier is not included in this analysis. Nonetheless, to provide a general sense of the

magnitude of savings to justify a potential supplier move, Table 4-10 indicates the simple annual and five

year savings which would be achieved by switching from the Current network design to Co-location. The

estimated savings range from $120k to $360k per year; these can be compared against the estimated cost

of moving a supplier along with a required payback duration or discount for the net present value.
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Table 4-10 Estimated Annual Savings from Co-location
Annual Costs (000s) ix 3x 5x
Current $269 $634 $1,049
Co-location $150 $397 $692
1Yr Savings $119 $238 $356
5Yr Savings $596 $1,188 $1,782

Note that depending on other regions served by the same supplier, co-locating to one DC may increase

the cost of delivery to another DC. Each DC's costs would need to be compared to identify which offers

the most attractive argument for Co-Location.

4.3. Results Summary

This section has provided the cost per tote and lead time estimations for each of the network designs

under various XYZ Co fresh food growth scenarios, summarized in Table 4-11.

Table 4-11 Results Summary
1x Demand Cost Delivery Hrs
Network per Tote perYear % ofFF Rev First Last
Current $3.15 $0.27M 3.0% 4.8 10.3
D2Store $7.03 $0.60M 6.8% 1.0 8.0
Pick-up $5.01 $0.43M 4.8% 3.0 8.5
Zone Skip $6.50 $0.55M 6.3% 2.3 9.1
Co-location $1.75 $0.15M 1.7% 1.4 6.9

3x Demand Cost Delivery Hrs
Network per Tote per Year % of FF Rev First Last
Current $2.48 $0.63M 2.4% 4.8 11.9
D2Store $2.91 $0.74M 2.8% 1.0 6.2
Pick-up $2.82 $0.72M 2.7% 4.3 11.3
Zone Skip $2.96 $0.76M 2.8% 2.3 6.5
Co-location $1.55 $0.40M 1.5% 2.7 9.7

5x Demand Cost Delivery Hrs
Network perTote perYear %ofFF RevI First Last
Current
D2Store
Pick-up
Zone Skip
Co-location

52.46
$2.23
$2.68
$2.29
$1.62

51.05M
$0.95M
$1.14M
$0.98M
$0.69M

2.4%
2.1%
2.6%
2.2%
1.6%

6.1
1.0
5.6
2.3
4.0

12.3
5.0
11.7
5.5
10.1

In developing, comparing, and analyzing these results, several patterns and insights emerged that have

potentially significant implications on the network design chosen. These patterns and insights are

explored further in the Discussion section.
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5. Discussion

The approximation approaches used in this research enable rapid cost and lead time estimations under a

variety of network designs and input ranges. This section explores some of the patterns and insights that

emerge in testing various conditions and assumptions within and across the alternative XYZ Co network

designs. This section also addresses the limitations of this approach and model, as well as areas for further

research.

5.1. Patterns and Insights

5.1.1. Equipment Selection

With transportation activities being the primary drivers of cost for each network design, equipment

selection plays an important role in network cost. To illustrate the impact of equipment choice, Table 5-1

shows the cost and delivery times for various equipment selections under the Current network design and

assuming 3x fresh food demand.

Table 5-1 Current network design equipment selection at 3x fresh food demand

Current Network Required Vehicles Given... Vehicle Cost per Delivery

Vehicle Size Time Limit Volume Limit Utilization Tote Hrs*
1:1 Equipment
Vans 1 9 91% $1.72 1.8
'26 Truck 1 3 65% $1.21 1.8
'36 Truck 1 2 65% $0.91 1.8
'48 Truck 1 2 49% $0.99 1.8
'53 Truck 1 2 45% $1.07 1.8

1:0. Equipment
Vans 8 80 98% $1.68 1.8
'26 Truck 8 20 94% $1.46 4.3
'36 Truck 9 13 96% $1.40 6.5
'48 Truck 9 10 94% $1.32 8.1
'53 Truck 9 10 86% $1.36 8.1

*Handling activities excluded



Selecting equipment for minimizing costs yields a cost per tote of $2.23 for transport activities, 15% below

the average cost and 34% below the most expensive selections.

For the sake of comparability, the vehicle selection for each network design presented in the Results

section used the lowest cost vehicle option; however, an alternative potential priority is speed. As per

Table 5-1, the speed for the one-to-many tours is highly sensitive to vehicle selection, with a range of 2 to

8 hours; line-haul speeds do not change significantly based on vehicle selection.

The variability in tour lead times is mainly due to the relationship between the number of stores and

vehicles - smaller vehicles deliver to fewer stores, allowing deliveries to be completed sooner. The

tradeoff is that more vehicles are needed, which tends to be more costly. The inverse relationship can be

seen in comparing cost and speed in Table 5-2 under the one-to-many equipment selection.

5.1.2. Speed versus Cost

The impact of prioritizing speed versus cost across all network designs is shown in Table 5-2, assuming 3x

fresh food demand (XYZ Co forecast on potential fresh food demand increase).

Table 5-2 Speed vs Cost at 3x FF demand
Equip Selection Criteria: Minimize $/Tote Maximize Speed Hours Cost
Network Designs Hrs $/Tote Hrs $/Tote Gained Premium
Co-location j 9.7 $1.6 I 3.5 $1.8 6.3 18%
Pick-up 11.3] $2.8 ] 5.1 $9.7 6.3 243%
Current W 1I1 $2.5 V 5.7 $2.9 6.3 17%
D2Store 6.2 $2.9 6.2 $2.9 - 0%
Zone Skip J 6.5 $3.0 Ed 6.5 $3.0 - 3%

For the D2Store and Zone Skip scenarios, there is minimal trade-off difference between cost and time;

however, there is a significant difference for Co-Location, Pick-up, and Current with savings of six hours

each, but at a significant cost premium.
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This trade-off raises the question: how much does this time matter? Currently, the value of additional

speed is limited. Under XYZ Co's current production and shipping schedule, fresh food under any scenario

will arrive at the earliest in mid-afternoon; it will then remain at the back-of-store until the next day. While

there is value to additional responsiveness via reduced lead times, the overall benefit to select for speed

it limited under current policies.

5.1.3. Shifting Production Policies

As discussed in the previous section, the current production schedule limits the value of speed gains in

the network design. Shifting the production schedule, paired with a faster network design, can potentially

increase the time the product is available to the customer, as well as allow for less frequent deliveries

(every 3 rd day). Such a shift may not make sense for non-FF goods, where perishability is not an issue, and

where other concerns, such as limited back-of-store space, are present. However, for the dedicated fresh

food networks (D2Store & Zone Skip), such an option may be more attractive to implement.

Currently, XYZ Co's store orders are given to the supplier at 11AM-12PM, and production starts around

12-13 hours later at 12:00 AM. We have estimated a total production time (including picking) of 10 hours

so the products are ready to be shipped at 10:00AM. The stores can get deliveries only outside of their

peak hours and before they open the next day (6AM) to be able to sell the next morning, when a significant

number of the fresh food sales are expected. This timeline is illustrated in Figure 5-1 under the "Current

Schedule," and it is assuming the short lead-time D2Store network is used.
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Fresh Foods Order through Sales Cycle
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-- 25hrs idle time

Current Schedule 12 10 6 13 42

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84

Order Rcv'd Order Hold Production * In-Transit
Delivery Window Backroom Store Shelf Extension

Figure 5-1 Timeline under Current Schedule assuming short lead time from D2Store

As the Figure 5-2 indicates, there is substantial idle time due to: (1) a hold between order placement and

production, and (2) as deliveries occur in the evenings, product wait in the back-of-store until the

subsequent morning. The likely reasons for the former are that waiting until midnight allows the

production stamp for the next day (impact expiration), and under consolidated delivery networks (fresh

foods delivered with non-fresh foods), immediate production would miss or delay the consolidated truck

at the DC.

With a dedicated fresh food network, however, delivery is rapid enough that immediate production

(beginning at 12PM, when orders are received) can result in on-the-shelf product by the morning after

order placement. Per Figure 5-2, this means a fresher product with an additional 13 hours on the shelf.
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Returning to the discussion about the trade-off between time and cost, where delivery speeds of under 6

hours can be achieved and there is a willingness to shift production, XYZ Co can evaluate whether the

additional freshness is worth the added network costs of $0.30 to $0.50 per tote (Zone Skip and D2 Store

versus Current), or $0.01 to $0.02 per fresh food item. An additional benefit is shifting to day versus night

production - this shift may result in lower wage costs for the supplier, translating to lower cost product.

5.1.4. Delivery Interval Increase

The above lead time analysis offers an additional insight. If XYZ Co shifts the fresh food production

schedule and network to enable more rapid delivery, the fresh food products can remain on store shelves

for 2.5 days, as opposed to the current 2.0 days (due to the current back-of-store holding period). With a

half-day extension in acceptable shelf-life, or a willingness to allow the product to expire and be removed

for the last afternoon, the product can be left on the shelves for three days. The impact of these combined

changes is to enable shifting the delivery interval from a two- to a three-day cycle.
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The sensitivity analysis in Table 5-3 shows the cost impact of shifting to a three day delivery interval for

the network designs with dedicated fresh food deliveries (assumes shifting interval for non-fresh foods is

not an option). The costs are shown for 1x, 3x, and 5x, current demand levels.

Table 5-3 Cost impact of shifting to a three day delivery interval
Delivery Interval (days)

2 3 2 3 2 3
Cost / Tote Dedicated FF 1x Demand 3x Demand 5x Demand
Current No $3.15 $2.48 $2.46

D2Store Yes $7.03 $4.31 $2.91 $2.49 $2.23 $1.95
Zone Skip Yes $6.50 $4.41 $2.96 $2.64 $2.29 $2.08
Co-location No

Table 5-3 shows clear cost savings for less frequent deliveries within dedicated fresh food networks. The

D2Store costs reduce by 40% under current demand and 13% under 5x demand; the impact on Zone Skip

is similar, though not as significant. The stronger savings effect at current demand levels speaks to the

under-utilization of vehicles given low relative fresh food volumes (not enough to fill line-haul trucks).

The change in interval also makes D2Store less expensive than the Current network design, yielding

savings of about $14K per annum at 3x demand levels. At 5x demand levels, the potential annual savings

are about $43K. These direct savings are noteworthy and give more credence to selecting a fleet based

on speed versus transport cost; however, as a counter, the need for improved forecasting for the three

day cycle, additional required space in the store, and the extended shelf life's impact on quality would

need also to be considered.

5.1.5. Tote Utilization

As previously discussed, fleet size is driven by two main factors: (1) time limitations - a driver can only be

active for 10 hours and (2) size limitations - a vehicle has limited space relative to overall demand. As
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demand increases, the dominant driver of fleet size is space limitations. That space becomes a constraint

before time also holds true in all cases for line-hauls in the region.

Better utilization of space, therefore, will allow for a smaller fleet size and therefore lower costs. Currently,

XYZ Co fills totes with at an average of 21 fresh food items per tote; this translates to filling 53% of the

tote capacity. This implies that the vehicles are shipping "air." With better packing, the number of required

vehicles and related costs decrease; moreover, handling costs decrease (except for potential additional

time to properly pack totes). At 3x current demand, the expected savings of increasing tote fill to 35 units

(89% utilization) across network designs ranges from 17% to 43%, or $0.50 to $0.70 per tote. Table 5-4

summarizes the sensitivity of network costs to tote packing at 1x and 3x demand.

Table 5-4 Tote Utilization Estimated Savings
1x Demand Annual Network Cost (in 000s)
Units/Tote Util. Current D2Store Pick-up Zone Skip Co-location

21 51% $269 $600 $427 $555 $150
25 63% $245 $595 $403 $549 $126
30 76% $210 $590 $382 $532 $105
35 89% $195 $586 $367 $529 $90

% Savings 27.4% 2.3% 14.1% 4.7% 39.8%

3x Demand Annual Network Cost (in 000s)
Units/Tote Util. Current D2Store Pick-up Zone Skip Co-location

21 51% $634 $744 $721 $756 $397
25 63% $564 $695 $656 $720 $327
30 76% $478 $648 $600 $661 $268
35 89% $437 $605 $561 $631 $227

% Savings 31.2% 18.6% 22.2% 16.6% 42.8%

As indicated in Table 5-4, even at current demand levels and in the Current network design,

approximately 27% of delivery costs could be eliminated by better tote utilization.

Better tote utilization can be partially addresses by changes to packaging, better packing practices, and

other means; however, with currently low tote demand per store (2.7 units), high underutilization is

inevitable. A potential alternate approach - similar to using smaller vehicles to increase utilization -
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would be to reduce the size of the totes currently in use. While the benefit of reduced handling would

be limited (more totes to move), the benefit of a smaller fleet and lower transportation costs could still

be achieved.

5.1.6. Economies of scale

Most network designs (D2Store and Zone Skip) show significant initial declines in cost as demand

increases. This pattern highlights the effect of economies of scale in fixed delivery costs. At 1x demand,

approximately 2.7 totes are delivered to each store, while at 3x demand, the totes per store delivery is

6.7. Regardless of these quantities, however, there are fixed transit and drop-off times between the

stores. Therefore, for the same fixed ten minutes required to park and begin unloading at a given store,

more than double the number of totes will be delivered in the 3x scenario. This efficiency leads to the

significant decreases in cost per tote (absolute cost still rises), seen in the network design scenarios.

Figure 5-3 illustrates the inverse effect of tote demand per store on fixed drop and store tour times

(expressed as cost) per tote for the D2Store network design. Note that other costs are relatively flat over

increases in demand.

Sensitivity of D2Store Costs to Demand
$4.00 67

$3.50 5 6

$3.00 4 5 c>
S$2.50 4
_$2.00

+13 3
0 $1.50

$1.00 2H

$0.50 1

1.Ox 1.4x 1.8x 2.2x 2.6x 3.Ox

Demand Multiple (Base: 85,000)

Totes /Store Branch Loading Branch Linehaul Store Tour - Drop Fixed Drop FF Variable

Figure 5-3 Sensitivity of D2Store Costs to Demand
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This economy of scale helps to explain why the costs of D2Store and Zone Skip - dedicated fresh food

designs - have a higher initial cost and quicker fall. The fixed delivery times are not shared across other

non-fresh food deliveries, as in the other three networks.

5.1.7. Network Design Choices

Based on the results of the analysis, only one network design offers a very compelling cost benefit to XYZ

Co: Co-location. Given that this design requires an up-front investment, the size of that investment needs

to be understood and a decision made whether to proceed with the Co-Location model. Generally, a shift

is better made sooner than later, as cost savings will begin to accrue sooner rather than later.

Beyond investment costs, there may be other barriers to relocating a supplier (such as outstanding, multi-

year contracts). If Co-Location is not chosen, the Current network design appears for current levels of

demand to be the best option. As fresh food demand grows and approaches 3x current levels, XYZ Co can

reconsider shifting network designs, likely to the Zone Skip or D2Store models. At such time, review of the

production policies and shelf-life can also be made, increasing the attractiveness of these two models as

compared to the Current design.

There is no clear indication that any switch should be made. Ultimately, there are hidden costs and risks

to upsetting the existing network design; without very significant cost savings to be achieve or a clear

competitive advantage, justifying a new network design may be difficult.

5.2. Limitations

While our approximation approach provides insights, it has limitations. Some of the limitations in the

research are as follows:
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- Regional requirements: The analysis includes only the Boston Area and does not takes into

consideration how the logistics of other regions might affect the network design of the region under

evaluation.

- Store Capacity: The analysis assumes that the stores have capacity for the increasing demand in fresh

food and does not takes into consideration the extra cost for potential expansions needed.

- Freshness Value: The research does not quantifies the potential increase in sales from "freshness."

- Capital Costs: Investment costs associated with relocation were not calculated as part of this research

and should be evaluated against the potential savings.

- Seasonality: We have extrapolated the demand of a portion of the year (data provided) to estimate

yearly demand patterns. Potential seasonality was not taken into consideration.

- Fleet Size: Our model assumes same equipment size for the fleet in each delivery.

- Local Constraints: The research is not considering local specific delivery period requirements/

constraints that might exist for example due to the noise of the vehicle or the hold-up of traffic in

peak hours. These delivery period constraints could also differ depending on the equipment type used

in the deliveries.

- Risk: Certain network designs may be more vulnerable to risks of disruptions than others. For example,

longer lead times usually the higher the risks of encountering disruptions in the supply chain. These

risks are not quantified or captured in this thesis.

5.3. Future Analysis and Exploration

The thesis raises additional areas for analysis and exploration. One avenue is the use of optimization

methods, such as integer programming, to test these estimations against optimal results. Simulations can

also be used as another point of comparison. A second avenue is to approximate vehicle-related costs

(potentially as regressions based on general criteria) without requiring particular vehicle specifications;
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this would greatly simplify this approximation model and remove unnecessary noise in the outputs. Third,

the model can be applied to additional XYZ Co regions. Fourth, additional costs can be included directly in

the model, such as the cost of supplier relocation or value of additional freshness to the customer. Finally,

this method can be applied to other product areas, including XYZ Co's non-fresh food items; however,

inventory and holding cost estimations would need to be added.
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6. Conclusion

XYZ Co., a small but rapidly growing fresh food business, deals in highly perishable products such as

sandwiches, salads, parfaits, and other food items. As a minor portion of XYZ Co's overall product mix,

these fresh foods are integrated with other products. However, the fresh food demand is expected to

grow significantly in the coming years, and the company is faced with the question of whether the existing

network design is adequate, or at what point an alternative supply designs would make sense.

How can XYZ Co. evaluate the costs and dynamics of these designs, particularly when limited data is

available or future conditions are uncertain? By applying approximation methods to develop a light-

weight, total cost model, we demonstrate how limited inputs can generate important insights into

answering XYZ Co's question. These insights include:

* Co-Location saves. Across models, co-locating fresh food production with distribution centers

offers significant delivery cost savings. For XYZ Co, co-location under current demand can reduce

delivery costs by over 40%, translating to savings of $120K; as demand increases this grows to

$360k per year.

- Consolidated networks benefit from economies of scale. Under current demand, consolidated

fresh food networks are significantly less expensive than dedicated designs. This difference is

largely due to the lack of economies of scale with fresh food as a stand-alone product. However,

as fresh food volumes increase, the dedicated networks rapidly become more viable.

* Modes of growth affect potential savings. The rapid savings as demand increases, assumes sales

growth primarily occurs within existing stores; this increases the density of demand and more

efficient vehicle utilization. If growth is primarily fueled by adding new stores, the cost savings

would be less pronounced.



e Tote utilization significantly impacts costs. Increasing tote fill from the current 21 to 35 units

drives savings ranging from 17% to 43% across network designs. This can be achieved by better

packing or smaller totes sizes.

e Vehicle selection is an important driver of cost and delivery time. For XYZ Co, selecting

equipment to minimize costs yields a cost per tote of $2.23 for transport activities, 15% below the

average cost and 34% below the most expensive selections. Selecting vehicles for speed yields

savings of six hours for most network designs. However, such speed gains will not impact product

freshness to the customer with current production policies.

e Production policies strongly influence freshness. A 12-hour shift in production policy will

accelerate delivery to customers by 24 hours at a minor cost of $0.01-$0.02 per item. This

schedule enables XYZ Co to shift the delivery interval per store from 2 days to 3 with a maximum

12-hour shelf-life extension, offering cost savings to offset the premium of more rapid deliveries.

These insights allow XYZ Co. to understand key cost drivers for fresh food delivery and hone in on network

designs that can be implemented as demand increases. While focused on the Greater Boston area, this

model can be used in any sub-region. Moreover, the approach can be applied by other organizations

attempting to evaluate supply network designs for highly-perishable fresh foods.
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